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terms of sociological, political or historical sciences is given, this concept oscillates from 
nationalism to militarism, and to revolution. No theory of the differences between “Ger
manism”, “Americanism”, “Africanism” or the like underlies the statements, so that one 
sometimes wonders whether it is really Japan the author is talking about.
This is a pity, because the book — written by a Western author who lived in Japan for a 
long time — could well have filled the gap of authentic knowledge on a country many out
siders talk of but only a few know.  Heide Simonis
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This book, to which six authors contributed, is mainly an analysis of the general elections of 
1967 in Andhra Pradesh, or, to be more precise, in the constituencies of Hyderabad and 
Nalgonda in A. P. Insofar, the title “Election Campaign in India” could be misleading as a 
heading for the following five chapters: (1) “Politics in Andhra Pradesh” by Hugh Gray; 
(2) “The Parties Prepare for the Election” by Dagmar Bernstorff, Eckehard Kulke, and Alam 
Khundmiri; (3) “Electoral Legislation in India” by Rafiuddin A. Khan; (4) ’’Electoral Legisla
tion in India” by Rafiuddin A. Khan; (4) “Election Campaign in Hyderabad, i.e. "Economic 
and Social Structure of the Capital of Andhra Pradesh” by Rafiuddin A. Khan, “Secularization 
and Communalism in Musiim-Constituencies” by Alam Khundmiri, “Maharajganj, the Economic 
Centre of Hyderabad” by Rafiuddin A. Khan, and “From Traditional to Modern Loyalties: The 
Industrial Area of Musheerabad” by Dagmar Bernstorff; (5) “A Rural Constituency: Nalgonda, 
the Centre of Communist Rebellion” by Eckehard Kulke. This main analytical section of the 
volume is supplemented by three shorter chapters (pp. 275—339) in which (6) Dagmar 
Bernstorff and Hugh Gray try to link the results of the investigation to recent developments: 
“Andhra Pradesh from the General Election in 1967 to the Mid-Term Election in 1971”; (7) 
Eckehard Kulke gives an All-India view of the 1967 and 1971 results: “The General Elections 
in India in 1967 and 1971”, and (8) Dagmar Bernstorff summarizes “The Main Results of the 
Investigation.”
By far the most valuable analysis, which reveals deep insight into, and knowledge of, the 
area is Eckehard Kulke’s study of Nalgonda District (pp. 187—274). To me this chapter, when 
compared with the other parts of the book, proves again that an analysis of Indian election 
results in general might give us at best some general trends and hints. But these general 
trends cover such a diversity of different patterns of modern brokerage and traditional 
bondage at the local level, where party names are only labels to be used in the factional 
quarrels of dominant groups, that study of electoral performance is meaningful only at the 
local level. In her analysis of the industrial complex of Musheerabad, Dagmar Bernstorff hints 
at this problem when she attempts to show that under the impact of modern industrial 
modes of production traditional dependency-patterns along caste-lines have been broken 
up and are merging into a new class-oriented behavior.
This may be so in a relatively isolated industrial settlement. Yet taken for the country as a 
whole “Voting Behavior” is still an amorphous mass of contradictory data which I would 
not dare to analyze as such. All that we might gain from it is a general impression of 
dissatisfaction with The Raj in power, as in 1971 when the old Congress was turned down, 
a fact that to most of the authors of this book must have come as a surprise.

Detlef Kantowsky

Ernst E. Boesch, Zwiespältige Eliten. Eine sozialpsychologische Untersuchung über 
administrative Eliten in Thailand. Bern und Stuttgart: Hans Huber, 1970. 333 pages, 
DM 28,-.

“Schismatic Elites, a socio-psychological study of administrative elites in Thailand” is the 
substantial by-product of a research project financed by the German Ministry for Economic 
Cooperation and Development and dealing with the impact of two German vocational 
training institutes. In the course of the evaluation of these schools some 330 members of the


